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Idobro hosted the 6th annual RISE World Summit from 30th January - 3rd February 2019 in Mumbai and Pune. The

RISE Summit is driven by the RISE Values we all share - Responsible, Inclusive, Sustainable and Eco-friendly, and

which drive us to positive action and partnerships. 

RISE Summit offers a unique format in the form of Square-Tables, specifically designed by subject matter experts

for cross-sectoral dialogue, capacity building and collaboration. The RISE Square-Tables are structured in a manner

to facilitate deep conversations and explore synergies among the participants. The organic approach is to share

best practices, success stories, and potential solutions to challenges as well as identify partners for long

term collaborations. Each Square-Table has a curated invitee list and an expert group to keep the discussions

grounded and relevant.

This report captures the discussions and solutions identified at the 9th Square Table on Reducing unemployment

through skilling and increasing employability in construction, retail, manufacturing and hospitality sectors. This

was held in Pune on 2nd February 2019. The objective was to identify strategies to reduce unemployment in these

sectors with a focus on improving employability levels.

Ambuja Cement Foundation has partnered with the RISE Summit for the 5th consecutive year. Established in 1993,

Ambuja Cement Foundation is a grassroots pan-India implementing organization that harnesses the power of

partnerships –between communities, Government and other like-minded corporates and NGOs – to help solve

pressing community problems and to foster prosperity. They are present in 11 States of the country working in 23

locations. In the area of skilling, they provide rural youth with training and employment opportunities for

meaningful and dignified employment. They also work with the industry on the other end to identify opportunities

and connecting with relevant people.

Context

India’s inability to create productive jobs for its rapidly rising young workforce stems largely from the failure of its

education system, from school to higher education that does not seem to develop curricula nor training such as

required by industry. It is also a significant issue for the Government, as demand and supply of skilled labor is

neither mapped nor supported the acceptance of vocational training as an alternative to formal education.

The fundamentals of the manufacturing and service sector to become an engine of job creation to sustain high

rates of growth in the longer term are in place in India: favorable demographics, high savings and investment rates,

and increased resources for infrastructure and skills development. The challenge is to ensure that these jobs are

accessible to youth, women and social groups across the country, particularly in rural areas.

With this context, the Square Table at the RISE World Summit 2019 focused on identifying strategies to reducing

unemployment through building capacity and increasing employability. The discussion has been summarized

basis the framework (coined by Idobro) – Challenges (gaps), Capabilities and Collaborations (new ideas and

partnerships).

To ensure effective collaborations and connections, the discussion was focused to bring skill development into

global value chain analysis. The analysis could then perhaps provide enriched guidance on the support required

with respect to organization involvement, knowledge flow, mobilization and process flow.



TRIP TO CREDAI ACADEMY FOR SKILLING

On the previous day, the team also visited the CREDAI Kaushal Skill Development Program where Mr. Pramod

Khadse (Ambuja Cement Foundation) addressed the students and faculty. The experiences from the same were

also shared at the Pune Forum. The pictures form the tour have been pasted below.

Participant Profile
37 Participants attended the table. The participants

included a mix of stakeholders representing the 4 sectors

namely – Academia, Civil Society, Government and

Corporates. A total of 550 organizations and 10 groups

were approached and invited through calls, emails and

meetings. The detailed list of participants of those who

expressed interest and registered and actual attendees has

been appended in the report.

Moderator
Karon Shaiva, Chief Impact Officer and MD, Idobro

Experts
Nand Kumar, Principal Secretary and Chief Protocol Officer, Govt of Maharashtra

Namrata Dhamankar, Partner, Sprout

Gauri Kacherikar, Global Delivery Manager, Tieto India

Namita Waikar, Managing Editor, People’s Archive of Rural India

Yogesh Pisolkar, Professor, Symbiosis Centre for Management. Pune

Rama Venkatachalam, Professor, St Meera’s College for Girls, Pune



Pearl Tiwari, President – CSR & Sustainability, Ambuja Cement Foundation

Ravi Nayse, General Manager, Ambuja Cement Foundation

Challenges

● Non availability and sustained commitment by workforce

Lack of full proof inclusive strategy and linkages to skilled

mentors/experts to mobilize and include women and persons

from under-served sections in the workforce. A participant from

NGO NCF identified 350 small and big industries in the area where

they work in Pune. They have been looking at forming women Self

Help Groups and

+skilling them in services that could find demand in the area. For

example making available “Rotis” that are required by food

chains. The challenge they find is two- fold; firstly, that the

women are not regular at work due to family and home

commitments. Secondly most of the jobs are given through tendering process which requires competitive pricing

and sustained quality which is difficult for the women to maintain.

● Non availability of skills with locals

Bindu Nair expressed the challenge of absence of good quality trainers and industry experts in the semi-urban and

rural areas. Another participant felt that the local youth do not get employment in the geographical area that they

reside. Often outsiders or migrant workers are brought in. This is due to lack of skills of the local youth .Another

reason is that the youth are not willing to take up these semi-skilled jobs as they see no career path in it .

● Current training curriculums not being revised with industry requirements

Insufficient focus on technology in existing training curriculum.

Additionally there is a large gap in industrial skills required and

training provided. Need for revision from basic skills to

intermediate and advance levels. Professor Yogesh Pisolkar

expressed that ccommon academic syllabus limits growth and

creativity of how to make students industry ready. Another

participant also expressed the challenge of providing employment

as a direct result of skill development. Most of training Institutes

focus on Technical Skills but market need soft skills/life skills as

well.

● Large scale funding and quantitative impact required by funders



Another participant drew his attention to the expenditure of such a large amount for skilling a few people, whilst

NGOs are unable to get funds for their Skilling Program. Anand Natarajan expressed that corporates don’t pay for

post placement support which is critical. He wanted to know how NGOs could partner with NSDCL in this regard.

The challenge that PARI faced was that often funders were interested in numbers as output and not really worried

about the impact. Attention was drawn to the fact that nowadays Corporates and NGOs are partnering and working

together for social change ,however often academia and the government was left out of this design. Lack of sector

catalysts who can integrate and match the needs of the Government, Corporates and industry experts ensuring

win-win partnerships and also measure and monitor impact.

Participants felt that the government too set targets of 10,000/- youth to be skilled without emphasizing the

quality of the training, putting unrealistic pressure on the partnering organizations.

● Low interest in locals to work in their own surroundings

A representative from an NGO expressed regret that the farming fraternity had abandoned natural and eco-friendly

practices of farming by way of use of earthworms and composting and was using chemicals fertilizers and

pesticides which was unhealthy. Fishermen too were giving up their fishing and converting their areas into tourist’s

hubs. Stagnant mindset of the individuals with regard to their jobs/area of work not allowing them to innovate or

value add or explore areas of personal growth. Need for identifying interests and preferences of

students/individuals and enable them to visualize growth opportunities. A trained individual hits a glass ceiling

after a few years. Today youth were more interested in working on the Computer in offices and in managerial

positions. They were not interested in the technical jobs or unorganized sector – electricians, plumbers etc. Women

entrepreneurs too were trained in business skills but found it difficult to market their products.

The biggest challenge was that youth who received training through NSDCL courses, either did not join the work

force or joined it and then dropped out. The package offered to factory workers ifs far lower than that offered to

people in the management or working in the offices. This is unfair and creates aspirations amongst the workers.

They too want to be treated with recognition, respect and dignity.

Capabilities & Collaborations

To ensure that the Challenges are addressed at this interaction, participants were invited to identify areas for

intervention. They were encouraged to identify actions that could be incorporated in their Programs. The need

to identify those in the ecosystem, other than stakeholders was also emphasized. The participants were

reminded that scaling up of our work is only possible through partnership and networking. The solutions were

focused from the value chain perspective given below so as to ensure that all partners and processes are

covered. The value chain is detailed below;

Some of the existing and new solutions identified by the participants with respect to the above value chain

were;



DEMAND ANALYSIS AND PARTNERSHIP WITH EXISTING PROGRAMS

1. Skill India Program of Government

A participant who has worked with the Skill India Program for more

than 10 years said that there are more than 78 opportunities

identified by the Skill council of India. NSQF standards for 15 have

been circulated. He shared that there is a World Championship for

Skills. 62 different skills are being contested. India took part in the

competition for 26 different skills for which they sent 11 people. He

said that he trained 2 participants, one from NIFT and the other

from NID in graphic designing for the competition this year. He was

proud to announce that he has trained participants in graphic

designing and won a medal at this competition from 2011 to 2015.

He said winning at such events gives visibility. The government of

India has spent as much as 300 crores to skill people for this competition.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND MOBILIZATION

2. Documentation of journeys and identification of role models

NGO PARI’s representative shared that the Organization did a lot of work in the state of Karnataka to help rural

people and communities document their life stories and journey through writing skills and photography. They also

partnered with Zilla Parishad schools to get the teachers and the students to write as well as to read the story

books brought out by the Organization. She shared the journey of a young dancer form a backward community in

Tamil Nadu whose interest in folk dance was encouraged and he trained in Bharat Natyam and folk dance and won

many awards. PARI brought out an illustrated story book on his journey and made it available to school children

who saw a role model in him. This is an example of impact that helps youth understand growth prospects and need

for further education and skilling.

3. Curriculum should focus on imparting knowledge and developing attitude

A need was felt to transfer knowledge, skill and attitude in the effort at creating employability amongst the youth.

Knowledge becomes skill through practice and it is equally important that the youth acquire the right attitude-

punctuality, dedication and commitment.



4. Multi-stakeholder involvement in developing curriculum

Industry experts must continuously associate with skill development to mentor the youth and help in designing a

curriculum that is relevant to the industry. Research in academic

institutions must reach ground level practitioners.

Companies must work together to ensure good technical training,

soft skills and placement of the students. An example of an ITI in

Kerala was shared where Samsung partnered with them to design

their curriculum. The ITI was run so professionally that not only was

the students skilled for the industry but also had the right attitude

by way of discipline and time management. A uniform was

introduced which made the atmosphere very professional.

Corporations must partner with NGOs and Skill Training Institutes to share resources- space, personnel and

placement opportunities.

PROGRAM DELIVERY, PLACEMENTS AND HANDHOLDING, MONITORING & EVALUATION

5. Skilling should include counselling

It is important to provide counselling at the start of the program and mentor trainees throughout the program.

Students should get an opportunity to intern during their studies. NGOS who had used student interns found that

they made a valuable contribution in helping to write Project proposals or conduct market research.

6. Monitoring and tracking should be a part of training program

To prevent migration and displacement of people, it was important to

identify the skill set required by the industries in that area and train youth

in them. DNI shared that they designed programs in solar with technical

input. It was 40 days of training with soft skills and financial literacy part

of the curriculum. They then track the students for a year. It is important

to partner with each other and share knowledge to be able to replicate

the program. It is important to understand the skill set of the people who

come to the training Program by dong a need assessment and then design

a curriculum. This is part of the Design Thinking module.

7. Form a platform for organisations to collaborate

It was suggested to form a Trader Exchange where Organisations and NGOS can register so that they can

collaborate. Karon invited those participants who would like to be part of the working Group and collaboration

initiatives. Participants such as Namrata (SPROUT), Professors such as Rama (St Meera’s College for Girls) and many

other expressed their interest to collaborate further in various phases of the value chain.



Conclusion & Way Forward

The Squaretable was a success given that we had over 76% satisfied and very satisfied with the session.

Based on the ideas received at the Square Table, Idobro will now take

it forward in its programs and discussions with Corporates and

Government. Idobro will also look at ensuring outreach to initiatives

and organizations working on skilling and act as a sector catalyst to

ensure collaborations and partnerships between like-minded

organisations. Idobro will also launch a Whatsapp group for all the

participants who had shown interest, the objective of the group will

be to connect and build instant collaborations and work

opportunities.



Table 1 – Attendee List

The table below provides details of 34 participants. The remaining were team members from Idobro and

students of Symbiosis Centre for Management, Pune. The names highlighted are the ones who would like to be

part of the working group.

S.n
o

First
Name Surname Organisation Organisation Type

1 Anand Natarajan  Edubridge Pvt Ltd Civil Society

2 Aniket Barabote Faurecia India Pvt Ltd Corporate/Industry

4 Atul Karwatkar Tata Power Corporate/Industry

5 Bindu Nair Ishaya Foundation Civil Society

6 Butool Abbas Consultant Civil Society

7 Chris Rosario ARTS Alive Foundation Civil Society

8 Eesha Patne Self-employed Civil Society

9
Fr
Noronha  Professors Professors

10 Gauri Kacherikar Tieto India Corporate/Industry

11 Girija Maira Entrepreneur Civil Society

12 Hitesh Gupta  Civil Society

13 Jophin Mathai Shyamchi Aai Foundation Civil Society

14 Jyoti Prakash  Civil Society

15 Minetta Patil DDRC Government

16 Namita Waykar PARI Civil Society

17 Namrata Dhamankar Sprout Civil Society

18 Nand Kumar Principal Secretary Government

19 Naresh Karmelkar BNI Civil Society

20 Pearl Tiwari Ambuja cement Foundation Corporate/Industry

21
Poornim
a Kumar Tieto India Corporate/Industry

22 Pramod Khadse Ambuja Cement Foundation Corporate/Industry

23 Rabiah Kahol Upcyclio Civil Society

24 Rama Venkatachalam Professors Professors

25 Ranjeet Ambastha Chf India Foundation Civil Society

26 Ravi Nayse Ambuja cement Foundation Corporate/Industry

27 Sandesh Pawar CHF India Foundation Civil Society

28 sujata Mengane Womanhike Civil Society

29 Utkarsh Roy Choudhury Upcyclio Civil Society

30 Vijay wavare Professors Professors

31 Yogesh Pisolkar Symbiosis centre for Management Professors
32 Dr. Adya Sharma Symbiosis centre for Management Director

33 Pranay Nanda
34 Karon Shaiva Idobro
35 Saharsh David



Table 2 – Pre-event registrations

Given below is the list of participants who showed interest but could not come.

S.n
o

First
Name Surname Organisation Organisation Type

1 Alpana SD  
Corporate/Industr
y

2 Amrita Amodkar Amrita Creations
Corporate/Industr
y

3 Anandita Natarajan EduBridge Civil Society

4 Anjali Tiwari Vision EDUCARE, BRM Civil Society

5 Armin Neogi Dharma Life Civil Society

6 Ashish Patel Entrepreneur Civil Society

7 Ashish Patil Nisarg Yug Environment Solutions Civil Society

8 Bhargav  DNV GL Business Assurance India Pvt.ltd
Corporate/Industr
y

9 BHASKAR DASTIDAR Global Expo - INDIA
Corporate/Industr
y

10 Crisenta Almeida Content Garrage
Corporate/Industr
y

11 Deepali Jadia ERRL Civil Society

12 Dilip Akhade Anubhav Pratishtan Civil Society

13 Dinesh Israni Tapaswi Group Ventures
Corporate/Industr
y

14 Divya Joshi Walchand PeopleFirst Ltd
Corporate/Industr
y

15 DK Jain Hydrasoft Technologies Private Limited
Corporate/Industr
y

16 Foram Nagori Taj Hotels
Corporate/Industr
y

17 Fosta Kumar Entrepreneur
Corporate/Industr
y

18 Hasanand Kalwani Luckshman Rekha Safety Services
Corporate/Industr
y

19 Janet Alexander Walchand PeopleFirst Ltd Civil Society

20 Karuna Verma Sangharsha Yuva Abhiyan Civil Society

21 Kaushik Mitra Care India Civil Society

22 Lalit Yadav Armiet Students

23 Manish Balwani Value Creation Catalyst Services LLP Civil Society

24 Meenal Mandlik ABCD Foundation Civil Society

25 Megha Phansalkar Tisser Civil Society

26
Monalish
a Ghosh Walchand PeopleFirst Civil Society



27 Naina Goyal Womenite Civil Society

28 Namrata Tanna Cooked by Moms Civil Society

30 Nirmal Ahuja United Association for Public Health & Education Civil Society

31 Nisha Pandey VESIM Business School Professors

32 Niti Patankar Student Students

33 Pallavi Patil Pratham Education foundation Civil Society

34 Payel Mitra JPPL
Corporate/Industr
y

35 Poorvi Shah Katalyst (Human Capital for Third Sector) Civil Society

36 Priyanka Gupta Visol Renewable energy Solutions
Corporate/Industr
y

37
Prof
Leena Barshikar KBS Professors

38 Prof Sunil Saxena KBS Professors

39 Ranjeet Ambastha Chf India Foundation Civil Society

40 Sachin Kamath INN3 Civil Society

41 Saloni Chanchpara Auro University  AICEC Students

42 Shalini Datta Aftertaste
Corporate/Industr
y

43 Shashi Shetty Entrepreneur Civil Society

44 Shreya
Kikaganeshwal
a Auro University AICEC Students

45 Shriram Singh I Watch
Corporate/Industr
y

46 Shruti Trivedi SHREEJI BIOTECH
Corporate/Industr
y

47 Shubha Benurwar Sankalp Civil Society

48 SUNEET DABKE CONCEPT BIOTECH
Corporate/Industr
y

49 Swapna Verlekar United Sisters Foundation Civil Society

50 VAMAN KAMBLE Saad Foundation Civil Society

51 Vandana jain India Futures
Corporate/Industr
y


